New QC software with a new Instrument Diagnosis function!

**Instrument Diagnosis function:**
A new function to help ensure continued high instrument performance such as repeatability, reproducibility, or lamp output by measuring your color tiles etc.
Minimum Computing Requirements

- **OS**: Windows® 10 Pro 32-bit, 64-bit, Windows® 11 Pro
- **CPU**: Intel® Core i5 2.7 GHz or higher (recommended)
- **Memory**: At least 2 GB (4 GB or more recommended)
- **Hard disk**: 20 GB of available hard disk space
- **Display**: Display hardware capable of displaying 1,280 x 768 pixels/16-bit color or better
- **Other**: Two USB ports required for protection key if used. Not necessary for electronic license.

Compatible Instruments

- **Models**: CM-M6

Features

- **Color space**: L*a*b*, L*C*h, Lab99, LCh99, Lab99a, LCh99a, XYZ, Hunter Lab, Yy*, Uy*, Vy*, and their color differences; Munsell C, Munsell D65

Index

- **Color difference formula**: \( \Delta E' = (\Delta E'_a, \Delta E'_b, \Delta E'_h) \), \( \Delta E' \) (color difference, MI), Hunter Lab (color difference), Trend graph of each numerical value, 2-axis graph of any 2 numerical values, Pseudo color display

Instrument control

- **Measurement/calibration**: Automatic averaging measurement: 2 to 30 measurements
- **Manual averaging measurements**: User-determined number of times
- **Remote measurement**: List display/reading of sample/target data stored in instrument memory
- **Writing of target data to instrument memory**: Available on Professional Edition only

External I/O

- **Importing/exporting of data file (c) in original formats (Extension: mesx)**
- **Importing/exporting of file (s) in original formats (Extension: mtpx)**
- **Importing of SpectraMagic NX data files (Extension: mes)**
- **Importing of SpectraMagic NX template files (Extension: mtp)**
- **Importing/exporting of data in text format**
- **Saving of data in XML format**
- **Exporting of data in Excel**
- **Copying of lists to clipboard**

Data list

- **Available on Professional Edition only**
- **Importing/exporting of data file (c) in original formats (Extension: mesx)**
- **Importing/exporting of file (s) in original formats (Extension: mtpx)**
- **Importing of SpectraMagic NX data files (Extension: mes)**
- **Importing of SpectraMagic NX template files (Extension: mtp)**
- **Importing/exporting of data in text format**
- **Saving of data in XML format**
- **Exporting of data in Excel**
- **Copying of lists to clipboard**

Display languages

- **Selectable after installation**: English, Japanese, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Turkish, Russian, Polish, Simplified Chinese, and Traditional Chinese

Help

- Manual, “Precise Color Communication” Tutorial

Other

- **Screen display**: Number of files that can be opened simultaneously: 10
- **Number of data that can be stored in a file**: 10,000
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For correct use and for your safety, be sure to read the instruction manual before using the product.